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ABSTRACT
In this paper we propose an operational method to express
the meaning of the messages exchanged among agents that
interact in open environments. In an open environment,
like for example the Internet, agents are usually designed by
different constructors, so it is very important to define the
meaning of a standard, widely accepted Agent Communica-
tion Language. We express the meaning of messages using
the social notion of commitment. Commitments are defined
operationally within an object-oriented paradigm. We give
an operational specification of the commitment class that
includes the concepts of conditional commitment and pre-
commitment. Then we use commitment objects to define
the meaning of some interesting speech acts, and give an
example of their use in negotiation.

Categories and Subject Descriptors
I.2.11 [Artificial Intelligence]: Distributed Artificial In-
telligence—Languages and structures, Multiagent systems

General Terms
Design, Standardization, Languages, Theory

Keywords
agent communication language, commitment, speech act,
conversation protocol

1. INTRODUCTION
The possibility for different agents to interact in an open

environment heavily depends on the adoption of a common,
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standard Agent Communication Language (ACL). The def-
inition of a suitable ACL has therefore been widely recog-
nized as a key step for the development of truly operative
multiagent systems.
Like other existing proposal, our approach to the defini-

tion of a standard ACL is based on speech act theory [1],
[8]. This approach to the study of communication views
language use as a form of action, making it possible to treat
communicative acts and other types of action in a uniform
way. Speech act theory appears so suitable to describe com-
municative interactions among artificial agents that practi-
cally all existing proposals in the field of ACLs are based on
it. Moreover, given that it provides an adequate approach
to human communication, speech act theory allows one to
treat communication among artificial and human agents in
a uniform way - a crucial point to obtain successful mixed
interactions among human beings and software agents.
Existing studies on ACLs follow three main approaches.

The first approach, which we can call mentalistic, defines
the meaning of a speech act using agent’s mental states, like
beliefs, desires and intentions. Examples of this approach
are KQML [5] and FIPA ACL, proposed by the Founda-
tion for Intelligent Physical Agent (FIPA) [6]. Using mental
states to define speech acts may be adequate in coopera-
tive multiagent system, but presents some problems when
the multiagent system is composed by competitive, hetero-
geneous agents made by different vendors [10]. In this kind
of context it is impossible to trust other agents completely
or to make strong assumptions about their internal way of
reasoning. It is therefore necessary to consider social, ob-
jective consequences, and new obligations of performing a
speech act. In the social or commitment-based approach the
meaning of a speech act is expressed using commitments di-
rected from one agent to another. Formal proposals to treat
speech acts in terms of commitments can be found in [3],
[4], [12], [13]. Finally in the conversational approach the
meaning of a speech act is implicitly defined as the role it
plays in a given set of conversation protocols [7]. A problem
with this approach, however, is that any change in the set of
accepted protocols is going to affect the meaning of speech
acts.
Our proposal is situated within the social approach, and

is based on an analysis of the primitive notion of commit-
ment. In particular we analyze the evolution of commit-
ments through time, from precommitment or conditional
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commitment to active commitment, then to fulfilled or vio-
lated commitment. We shall give an operational specifica-
tion of commitment as an abstract data type. The commit-
ment concept will then be used to define the meaning of a
wide class of speech acts using a homogeneous framework.
An important feature of our proposal is that it is modular
and allows for the reuse of various components. Starting
from a small set of basic operations on commitments, is
possible to define the meaning of simple speech acts, which
in turn can be used to define a new layer of more complex
speech acts, and so on. In this way, ACL messages are given
a formal semantics, thus eliminating any ambiguity in their
use. Moreover, it becomes possible to check the soundness of
conversation protocols defined in terms of speech acts. This
is particularly important when the performance of commu-
nicative acts may have legal consequences, like for example
in electronic auctions.
The paper is structured as follows. In Section 2, we in-

troduce the main concepts used throughout the paper. In
Section 3 we give the operational specification of commit-
ment. In Section 4 we define the main speech act types.
In Section 5 we illustrate the use of commitments objects
in a realistic negotiation protocol. Finally, in Section 6 we
discuss some relevant aspects of our work.

2. MAIN CONCEPTS
As previously mentioned, we want to propose an oper-

ational method to express the meaning of messages of an
Agent Communication Language, suitable for agents that
interact in open environments.
Agents interacting in an open environment form a kind

of society. These agents are usually self-interested and het-
erogeneous. Self-interested means that agents from different
constructors have the goal of maximizing their own utility.
Heterogeneous means that agents are designed and devel-
oped by different vendors, and thus have different internal
structures. Like with human beings, in order for agents to
effectively interact they need: (i) to trust that other agents
will actually play their role in the social structure; and (ii)
to rely on a normative system, according to which unaccept-
able behavior can be managed.
Our proposal to satisfy these requirements is to use the

notion of social commitment. The function of such commit-
ments is to ”stabilize” the interactions among agents. This
is possible because commitments create the expectation that
the other agents will behave in certain ways, and a means
to deal with situations in which such expectations are not
met.

2.1 Social Commitment
In this paper, we take an operational approach to the defi-

nition of commitments. In particular, we treat commitments
introducing an abstract data type: the commitment class.
We shall define its characteristics, its structure, its dynamic
evolution in time, and the methods available for its manipu-
lation. An instance of this class will be called a commitment
object (see Section 3.1).
A commitment object is independent of an agent’s inter-

nal structure and mental states, an important property to
manage interactions among heterogeneous agents. It is ob-
servable by other agents and by any superordinate entity
and it is objective. In this way every agent can objectively
establish whether an agreement has been violated. Collec-

tions of commitment objects are used to describe the current
state of the environment and to keep trace of the previous
history of the system.
Intuitively a social commitment object represents a com-

mitment made by an agent (the debtor), relative to another
agent (the creditor), that some fact holds or some action
will be carried out (the content) [2].
In a commitment object, the debtor and the creditor are

represented by two agent identifiers. The content is repre-
sented by a formal statement that may take different truth
values and is relative to a certain time period, during which
the fact is due to hold or the action is due to be carried
out. We formalize this notion as a temporal proposition (see
Section 2.4).
A social commitment has a dynamic evolution in time.

We keep trace of this evolution using what we call the state
of the commitment. A commitment is active when it has not
yet been fulfilled or violated; this is the case when the truth
value of the commitment’s content is still undefined. An
active commitment may become fulfilled (when its content
becomes true) or violated (when its content becomes false).
Finally a commitment may be cancelled, and this simply
means that it does not exist any more.
The creation and manipulation of commitments are based

on the following operations: make, that establishes a new
active commitment; the agent that performs this operation
becomes the debtor of the commitment; cancel, that sets the
commitment’s state to cancelled ; this operation can only be
performed by the creditor of an existing commitment. Other
operations, like the transfer of a commitment to another
debtor or another creditor, are possible, but will not be dealt
with in this paper.
Further some event driven routines are used to automati-

cally update the state of commitment objects. In particular:
a commitment’s state is set to fulfilled when its content be-
comes true, and is set to violated when its content becomes
false.

2.2 Conditional commitment
The concept described so far, which we may call absolute

commitment, is sufficient to account for basic situations.
However in many applications, like for example in electronic
commerce, agents need to make commitments not in ab-
solute terms, but under given conditions. For example an
agent may commit to paying a sum of money to another
agent only after it has received a particular product. We
shall call this conditional commitment.
Conditional commitments are similar to absolute commit-

ments, but have a further temporal proposition as their con-
dition. When a conditional commitment is created its state
is set to conditional ; then the commitment becomes active if
the condition is satisfied and becomes empty if the condition
is not satisfied.

2.3 Precommitment
Using commitment objects as defined so far, it is possi-

ble to express the meaning of various speech acts like asser-
tions and promises; however, it is not possible to express the
meaning of directive speech acts, like requests and questions.
When an agent requests another agent to do something, it
is trying to induce the other agent to make a commitment.
In fact usually when the context of the interaction does not
define a relationship of authority between the interacting
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agents, it is impossible for an agent to create a commitment
of which some other agent is the debtor; in other words,
one cannot directly commit somebody else. To solve this
problem it is important to notice that by making a request,
an agent sets up a situation in which the hearer can make
a commitment just by accepting the request. For example
with the request ”Can you bring this book to John?” the
speaker tries to induce the hearer to commit to the future
performance of an action. After receiving the request, the
hearer can create such a commitment just by saying ”Yes,
sure”. This example shows that a request creates a particu-
lar social situation between the speaker and the hearer, that
we call a precommitment. Precommitments are treated as a
new state of commitment objects. They are created by di-
rective speech acts; moreover, they can be transformed into
active commitments by an act of acceptance, or cancelled by
an act of rejection.
Some precommitments create conditional commitments if

they are accepted: consider for example the request: ”Would
you please close the window as soon as it rains?”. We shall
simply represent these as precommitments with a nonempty
condition field.

2.4 Temporal proposition
To express the content or the condition of a commitment

we need to introduce a new abstract data type: the temporal
proposition class (see Section 3.2). It includes a statement
that may be in one of three different states: true, false or
undefined. Moreover, to be used as the content of a com-
mitment, a statement is typically relative to a time period.
This time period may be the entire life of the system (al-
ways) or a finite time interval, including the limit case of
a single instant. Statements may relate to the associated
time period in two different temporal modes: they may be
due to be true for the whole time period (like for example
in the assertion ”the price of this good is going to be 5$ for
one week from now”); or they may be due to become true
at some moment within the time period (like for example in
the assertions ”it rained yesterday” and ”it will rain tomor-
row”). In this way we cover a wide spectrum of commonly
used propositions.

3. TECHNICAL SPECIFICATION
Our open interaction system consists of:

• A variable group of registered agents {a, b, ...}; a pro-
cedure is provided by which a new agent can register
and join the group.

• A variable set of commitment objects {C1, C2, ...}; each
commitment object is an instance of the commitment
class described below.

• A variable set of temporal proposition objects {P,Q, ...};
each temporal proposition object is an instance of the
temporal proposition class described afterwards. Tem-
poral proposition objects are used to express the con-
tent or the condition of commitment objects, and their
dynamic evolution is used to check if a commitment is
fulfilled or violated.

• A fixed set of commitment-related actions that the
agents are able to perform and whose meaning can
be expressed in term of operations on commitments
objects and proposition objects.

• A fixed set of event driven routines that we call up-
date rules, which automatically update the state of
commitment objects as a function of the state of the
commitment’s content or condition.

The global state st of this open system at time t, is com-
posed by the registered agents and by the proposition and
commitment objects. When an agent performs an action,
the system evolves to another global state st+1, where the
internal states of commitment and proposition objects are
changed according to the effects of the action performed and
by the update rules.

3.1 The commitment class
In this section we give a formal description of the com-

mitment abstract data type. Following the object oriented
paradigm, we formalize it as a class, defining the private
fields that characterize a commitment object and the public
methods used to manipulate it.

3.1.1 Fields

Identifier is the univocal identifier of the object in the sys-
tem.

Debtor is the name of the registered agent that makes the
commitment.

Creditor is the name of the registered agent relative to
which the commitment is made.

State represents the dynamic evolution of the commitment
object. It can assume one of following values:

• empty (e)
• cancelled (c)
• precommitment (p)
• conditional (cc)
• active (a)
• fulfilled (f)
• violated (v)

Figure 1 shows the finite state machine that describes
the allowed dynamic evolution of the state of a com-
mitment object. Dotted lines represent state changes
caused by update rules. Solid lines represent state
changes caused by the invocation of a method of the
commitment class.

Content is a temporal proposition object (see below), rep-
resenting the fact or the action the debtor is committed
to, together with its temporal qualification and current
state.

Condition is a temporal proposition object (see below). It
represents the condition that must be satisfied, within
the interval of time indicated, in order that the com-
mitment becomes active. Between the interval of time
of the content field and of the condition field there is a
temporal constraint: the time interval of the condition
must precede the time interval of the content.

Time-out is used only when the commitment’s state is pre-
commitment. It expresses the duration of the life of
the precommitment. After the time-out is passed, the
precommitment is automatically cancelled.
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Figure 1: Dynamic evolution of the state of a com-
mitment object.

In the following sections commitment objects are repre-
sented with the following notation:

Cid(state, debtor, creditor, content|condition).
For example:

• Ci(a, a, b, P ) is an active commitment by a, relative to
b, that P will be satisfied.

• Ci(cc, a, b, P |Q) is a conditional commitment by a, rel-
ative to b, that if Q is satisfied then also P will be
satisfied.

3.1.2 Public Methods
We shall now describe the public methods that can be

used to manipulate commitment objects. We assume that
when a commitment object is declared, the constructor of
the class allocates a memory block and creates an empty
commitment object Ci(e). In our notation the invocation of
a method of the commitment object is represented by the
name of the object followed by a dot and by the name of
the method with its parameter list. For each method we
describe the precondition and the result for its invocation.
The precondition shows in which state an object must be
in order that the method can be invoked on it and specifies
also whether the agent that invokes the method, has to be
the debtor or the creditor of the commitment object.
There are two methods to make a new commitment ob-

ject, that is to initialize its fields to a specific value. The
methods are:

• Make (conditional) commitment, mc(): agent a (the
debtor of the new commitment i can invoke

Ci(e).mc(a, b, P,Q)→ Ci(cc, a, b, P |Q).
To create an active commitment it is enough to create
a conditional commitment with a condition that is al-
ready true; this becomes an active commitment thanks
to update rule 3 (see Table 1).

• Make precommitment, mp(): agent a (the creditor of
the new precommitment i can invoke

Ci(e).mp(a, b, P,Q)→ Ci(p, b, a, P |Q).
The accept precommitment method, ap(), changes the state
of a commitment object from precommitment to conditional

commitment (or to active commitment if the condition is
already true, see update rule 3, Table 1). The accept method
requires the existence of the precommitment object, and can
be performed by agent a, the debtor of the commitment i,
by invoking

Ci(p, a, b, P |Q).ap()→ Ci(cc, a, b, P |Q).
There are three methods to cancel an existing commit-

ment object, that is to set its state to cancelled. The meth-
ods are:

• Cancel (conditional) commitment, cc(): agent a, the
creditor of commitment i can invoke

Ci(cc, b, a, P |Q).cc()→ Ci(c, b, a, P |Q).
• Cancel precommitment, cp(): agent a, the creditor of
precommitment i, can invoke

Ci(p, b, a, P |Q).cp()→ Ci(c, b, a, P |Q).
• Reject precommitment, rp(): agent a, the debtor of
precommitment i, can invoke

Ci(p, a, b, P |Q).rp()→ Ci(c, b, a, P |Q).
3.2 The temporal proposition class
As previously mentioned, an instance of the temporal

proposition class can be assigned to the content or condi-
tion field of a commitment object. We refer to temporal
proposition objects by a capital letter (P , Q,...). We define
here only the private fields of the class; we do not define the
methods to get field values, but we assume they exist.

3.2.1 Fields

Statement is a sentence in a suitable formal language, it
may state that:

• A state of affairs (in the application domain) holds.
• An action (see Section 3.3) has been performed.
• A commitment holds. In this case the tempo-
ral proposition object becomes true when a com-
mitment object, corresponding to this sentence,
is actually created. This third case allows us to
express conditional commitments, which become
active only if another specific commitment object
is created.

A Boolean combination of statements is a statement.

Time Interval expresses the time period to which the sen-
tence in the statement field (see above) is referred.

Mode expresses the temporal qualification of the statement,
which can be required to be true for a whole time in-
terval (∀) or to become true during the time interval
(∃).

State can be true (1), false (0) or undefined (⊥). It is
up to a ”notifier”, connected with the meaning of the
sentence to change the state from undefined to true or
false, according to the following rules:

• If the mode is ’∀’ the notifier sets the state to false
if the sentence becomes false at any point of the
time interval; otherwise the notifier sets the state
to true when the time interval expires.
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Table 1: Update Rules
event action rule

P.state() = 1 Ci(a, a, b, P )→ Ci(f, a, b, P ) 1
P.state() = 0 Ci(a, a, b, P )→ Ci(v, a, b, P ) 2
Q.state() = 1 Ci(cc, a, b, P |Q)→ Ci(a, a, b, P ) 3
Q.state() = 0 Ci(cc, a, b, P |Q)→ Ci(c, a, b, P |Q) 4
P.state() = 1 Ci(p, a, b, P )→ Ci(f, a, b, P ) 5

• If the mode is ’∃’ the notifier sets the state to true
if the sentence becomes true at any point of the
time interval; otherwise the notifier sets the state
to false when the time interval expires.

It is important to note that when the state changes
from undefined to true or false it can not change any-
more. We denote with the symbol T a constant tem-
poral proposition object with an empty statement and
a state that is true.

3.3 Actions
An agent can perform actions in the environment. The

set of executable actions includes:

• all methods of the commitment class and the actions
that can be defined using those methods;

• all actions in a set of application domain actions. For
example, in an interaction system used to negotiate
some commodities, ”pay x$ to a” and ”deliver product
g to a” can be application domain actions.

3.4 Update Rules
When a temporal proposition object, associated with the

content or condition field of a commitment object, changes
its state from undefined to true or false, it is necessary to
update the state of the commitment object. We shall formal-
ize the event driven routines that are automatically invoked
using the update rules described in Table 1. In the first
column there is the event that triggers the rule, while the
associated state transition is described in the second column.
The method state() is a method of the temporal proposition
class that returns the state of a temporal proposition object.
In particular in Rule 5 the temporal proposition P describes
an action performed by the debtor of the commitment. This
rule is necessary to cover situations when an agent performs
the requested action without accepting the request explic-
itly. A possible solution to make explicit the connection
between the performance of an action and the request to
perform that action is through an explicit reference made
by the actor to the associated request.

4. DEFINITION OF MAIN SPEECH ACTS
In this section we use the previously defined operations on

commitment objects to express the meaning of some impor-
tant speech acts, especially the ones common used in multi
agent interaction in open environments. In our analysis,
we follow the taxonomy by John Searle [9] and classify illo-
cutionary acts into five categories: declarations, assertives,
commissives, directives and expressives. Here we do not
treat expressives, because we think they are not relevant for
artificial agent communication, and declarations, because
they require an analysis that lies beyond the scope of this
paper.

4.1 Assertives
The goal of an assertive act is to commit the speaker rel-

ative to the hearer to the truth of what is asserted. In
human language, the simplest type of assertive act is assert-
ing. However, we conform here to the practice, common in
the ACL field, of considering informing as the prototypical
assertive act.

inform. This act is used when an agent a wants to inform
agent b about P , for example P can be ”from now agent a
is on-line” or ”my name is ...”. In a commitment-based
approach, an act of informing can be defined as follows:

inform(a, b, P ) =def Ci(e).mc(a, b, P, T ).

informIf. This is an abstract act, that is an agent can
not actually do an informIf act but performing one of two
specific inform acts is equivalent as performing an informIf
act. An agent does an informIf act when it informs an-
other agent about the truth value, either true or false, of a
proposition. Let P be a temporal proposition object with
sentence ϕ in its statement field. We shall call P¬ the tem-
poral proposition object that has in the statement field the
negation of the sentence ϕ. Assuming that the symbol ”∨”
indicates the execution of one of two acts, the informIf act
can be defined as follows

informIf(a, b, P ) =def

inform(a, b, P ) ∨ inform(a, b, P¬).

This abstract act will be used in the following sections to
define questions.

informRef. This is another abstract act. We shall call
S(x) a temporal proposition object whose statement is a sen-
tence ϕ(x) containing a single free variable x. An agent ac-
tually does an informRef act about a given temporal propo-
sition object S(x) when it performs an inform act about a
temporal proposition object S(c), where S(c) is obtained by
S(x) substituting variable x with constant c.

informRef(a, b, S(x)) =def inform(a, b, S(c))

Also this abstract act will be used in the following sections
to define questions.

4.2 Commissives
The point of a commissive act is to commit the debtor,

relative to the creditor, to the execution of an action of a
given type within a given interval of time. Here we define
our basic commissive act, promising.

promise. An agent a promises to agent b that a will bring
about P within a time interval in the future, for example P
can be ”I will visit you tomorrow”.

promise(a, b, P ) =def Ci(e).mc(a, b, P, T )

It appears from this definition that there is no difference
between agent a inform agent b that a will do an action in
the future, and agent a promising to agent b that a will do
an action. In Searle’s speech act theory the difference be-
tween assertives and commissives is dealt with in terms of a
property called direction of fit. Direction of fit may be rel-
evant in a commitment-based approach, especially because
it is likely to influence the management of commitment vi-
olations. However, at the present stage of development we
do not include this aspect in our operational specification.

conditionalPromise. An agent a performs a conditional
promise to agent b if it commits to bringing about P (within
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a given time interval) if condition Q becomes true (within
a given time interval). Agent b may or may not have the
responsibility for condition Q to become true. An example
where the condition does not depend on the hearer is, ”If it
rains tomorrow, I shall give you 5$ the day after tomorrow”.
An example where the condition depends on the hearer is,
”If you give me this book within time t1, I will give you 5$
within time t2”, with t1 < t2.

conditionalPromise(a, b, P,Q) =def Ci(e).mc(a, b, P,Q)

4.3 Directives
The point of a directive act is to get the hearer to per-

form an action within an interval of time. As we already
pointed out, an agent can not directly commit another agent
to something; therefore, to define directives we use the con-
cept of precommitment.

request. Our basic directive act is the request. A request
by agent a to agent b to bring about P is defined as:

request(a, b, P ) =def Ci(e).mp(a, b, P, T )

Some requests can be satisfied immediately, like for example
”Please close the door”. To this kind of request the answer
may be the execution of the requested action or a rejection.
If the debtor of the precommitment immediately executes
the action requested, update rule 5 is activated and the state
of the commitment object changes from precommitment to
fulfilled. On the contrary, the precommitment is cancelled
if the request is rejected. In any case, we assume that a
precommitment is automatically cancelled after a predefined
time-out has expired. There are also request to do actions
that cannot be immediately executed, for example ”Please
send me a copy of your book”. Here the hearer (i.e., the
debtor of the precommitment) may react by accepting or
rejecting the request. If the debtor of the precommitment
accepts it, then it is committed to do the action, otherwise
it is not. To summarize the different possibilities, the hearer
of a request can react in three different ways: it can perform
the action, accept the request or reject the request. If the
time-out has elapsed, the precommitment is cancelled.

conditionalRequest. It is also possible that the goal
of the speaker is to get the hearer to accept a conditional
commitment. We define conditional requests using a pre-
commitment that has a condition. An example of this kind
of request can be, ”If it rains, can you give me a lift?”. It
is important to note that the realization of the condition is
not in the power of the speaker. The request from agent a
to agent b to bring about P within a certain interval of time
if condition Q is satisfied is defined as:

conditionalRequest(a, b, P, Q) =def Ci(e).mp(a, b, P, Q).

4.3.1 Accept and reject
The debtor of a precommitment can accept or reject it.

The act of accepting a precommitment transforms it in an
active commitment or in a conditional commitment, while
the act of rejecting a precommitment has the effect of can-
celling it.

accept(b,Ci(p, b, a, P |Q)) =def Ci(p, b, a, P |Q).ap()
reject(b, Ci(p, b, a, P |Q)) =def Ci(p, b, a, P |Q).rp()

4.3.2 Question
A question act is a particular directive act, by which the

speaker tries to get the hearer to commit to the truth of a

certain proposition. A question can be seen as a request to
inform about something; therefore we define questions using
the assertive acts previously defined. We shall analyze two
type of questions.

yes/noQuestion. Yes/no questions are used to get the
hearer to commit to the truth value of a given proposition.
A yes/no question can be defined using the informIf act:

yes/noQuestion(a, b, S)) =def request(a, b, P )

where P.statement() = informIf(b, a, S)

whQuestion. WhQuestion acts are used to get the hearer
to identify an individual having a given property. The speaker
provides a ”frame” for the answer, and the hearer has to fill
it with the correct piece of information. For example, a
whQuestion act may be: ”What is your name?”, that has
the same meaning as ”Please tell me that your name is x”
where x is a variable to which the hearer has to assign a
constant value. A whQuestion act can be defined using the
InformRef act.

whQuestion(a, b, S(x))) =def request(a, b, P )

where P.statement() = informRef(b, a, S(x))

4.4 Proposals
A proposal is a conjunction of a conditional directive and

a conditional commissive. More precisely, it is the conjunc-
tion of a conditionalRequest and a conditionalPromise. For
example, we can analyze the following proposal made by
agent a to agent b, ”Will you give me good g within time t2
if I give you x$ within time t1?”, with t1 < t2. Note that
a proposal is similar to a conditional request. The crucial
difference is in the condition, because in proposals the real-
ization of the condition depends on the speaker. A proposal
can be defined as the execution of two actions, as indicated
by the symbol ”∧”.

propose(a, b, P, Q) =def

conditionalRequest(a, b, P, Q) ∧
conditionalPromise(a, b,Q,S)

where S.statement() = Ci(cc, b, a, P |Q)
It is important to put in evidence that the conditional-
Promise is related to the conditionalRequest through the
common proposition object Q. In electronic commerce ap-
plications, for example in electronic auctions, the bid of a
buyer is equivalent to a proposal as defined above.

5. A SAMPLE APPLICATION
In this section we formalize a standard interaction proto-

col within the previously defined framework. To deal with
a significant example, we analyze a conversational protocol
widely used in electronic commerce applications, in partic-
ular in some types of auctions: the protocol of proposals.
The example shows:

• how it is possible to use commitment-based definitions
of speech acts to express the meaning of the various
messages exchanged in a negotiation;

• the dynamic evolution of the system states during an
interaction;

• the use of the commitments to evaluate the soundness
of the protocol.
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A protocol is based on the set of the speech acts previously
defined as operations on commitment objects. It is described
by an interaction diagram, that is, a graph whose nodes
represent system states, and whose edges represent certain
types of state transitions. In an interaction diagram, state
transitions correspond either to speech acts performed by
the interacting agents, or to environmental events strictly
related to the interaction.
To each state, a content is associated, consisting of com-

mitment objects and temporal proposition objects holding
at that particular state. Such objects are computed in the
following way. The diagram has a distinguished initial state
(start), whose content is a set of empty commitments. If
state sj is reached from state si by a speech act, then the
content of state si must satisfy the preconditions of the
speech act, and the content of sj is obtained by modifying
the content of si according to the definition of the speech
act. If on the contrary state sj is reached from state si by an
environmental event, then the content of sj is obtained by
modifying the content of si according to the relevant update
rule. States with no outgoing edges are classified as final ;
when a final state is reached, the interaction ends.
An arbitrary interaction diagram need not, in general,

describe a ”sensible” interaction. To do so, an interaction
diagram must satisfy a number of soundness conditions. In
particular:

• every state of the interaction diagram must be reach-
able from the start state;

• there must be at least a final state;
• all commitments included in the content of a final
states must be empty, fulfilled or violated.

In special cases, there may be further soundness condi-
tions. For example, many types of interaction include a first
phase of negotiation and a second phase of execution. The
negotiation phase has the start state, and ends in one or
more contract state, whose content includes only commit-
ments that are either active or conditional. From a contract
state it is possible to enter the execution phase, that ends
into final states as described above. The example reported
below is a simple case of negotiation/execution interaction.

5.0.1 Proposal equivalent to a bid
The example shows the dynamic evolution of the system

states when a propose act is performed by agent a addressing
agent b. Figure 2 reports the interaction diagram, while
the content of each state is described in Table 2. States
s0, ..., s3 represent the negotiation phase of the interaction
protocol; in particular, the content of state s3 represents the
contract between the two agents. States s4, ..., s7 represent
the execution of the contract. Final states are marked by
double blocks.
It is easy to check that the proposal protocol satisfies all

previously described soundness conditions.

6. CONCLUSIONS
In this paper we have presented an operational definition

of a commitment-based semantics for agent speech acts, and
shown with an example that this semantics can be used to
specify interaction protocols. In particular, we believe that
an interesting contribution of the paper is the definition of
a proposal as a combination of a conditional request and a
conditional promise. We also show, as an example, how an

propose(a,b,P,Q)

start

accept(b,C(p,b,a, P|Q))

reject(b,C(p,b,a,P|Q))

t1

Q.state()=1

Q.state()=0

P.state()=1

P.state()=0

s1s0

s2

s3

s5

s4

t2

s6

s7

Figure 2: Interaction diagram of the proposal pro-
tocol (see Table 2 for state contents).

Table 2: Contents associated to the states of the
interaction diagram of the proposal protocol.

P (b do β, now . . . t2,∃,⊥)
Q(a do α, now . . . t1,∃,⊥)

t1 < t2

s reason of the action content
s0 start Ci(e)

Cj(e)
s1 propose(a, b, P, Q) Ci(p, b, a, P |Q)

S.statement() = Ci(cc, b, a, P |Q))
Cj(cc, a, b, Q|S)

s2 reject(b, Ci(p, b, a, P |Q)) Ci(e)
notifier S.state() = 0
rule 4 Cj(e)

s3 accept(b, Ci(p, b, a, P |Q) Ci(cc, b, a, P |Q)
notifier S.state() = 1
rule 3 Cj(a, a, b, Q)

s4 Q.state = 0, rule 4 Ci(e)
rule 2 Cj(v, a, b, Q)

s5 Q.state = 1, rule 3 Ci(a, b, a, P )
rule 1 Cj(f, a, b, Q)

s6 P.state = 0, rule 2 Ci(v, b, a, P )
Cj(f, a, b, Q)

s7 P.state = 1, rule 1 Ci(f, b, a, P )
Cj(f, a, b, Q)
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interaction between two agents may be carried out when a
proposal is made.
In the presented model temporal aspects are only sketched,

we plan to develop this point in the future. In future studies
we plan also to extend the model in order to cover some other
speech acts, in particular orders and commands treated in
hierarchical contexts. Moreover the expressiveness of the
model may be increased with the addition of new methods
to the commitment class to let interacting agents to negoti-
ate the content and the condition of a commitment object.
Our approach is strongly related to the one proposed by

Yolum and Singh [13]. However, between the two approaches
there are some significant differences. First, our proposal
provides a more complete account of how different types of
speech acts can be defined in terms of operations on com-
mitments. Second, and more important, we also provide
a commitment-based analysis of directive speech acts, like
requests, relying on the notion of precommitment.
An important point, that we have only briefly introduced,

is the concept of soundness of interaction protocols. In the
paper we have stated a number of soundness conditions re-
lying only on intuition and without any deep theoretical jus-
tification. We believe, however, that it is possible to derive
such conditions from a set of general interaction principles
expressed in terms of conversational commitments, that is,
of meta-level commitments that regulate conversational in-
teractions among agents. A similar problem is addressed in
[11]. To gain a more concrete idea of this concept, consider
the time-out field of the commitment class. This field rep-
resents the time limit for the debtor of a precommitment
to accept, fulfill, or reject it. In fact, it is possible to view
the time-out of a precommitment as the deadline of another
commitment, namely the conversational commitment that
every agent makes when it decides to take part in an inter-
action, and that binds the agent to react to the speech acts
performed by the other participants. The systematic devel-
opment of this concept is an aim of our further research.
Finally, we would like to stress that while we consider the

operational definition of commitment a very important step
in view of practical applications, a thorough treatment of
commitment-based semantics requires the development of a
full logic of commitment. This important theoretical aspect
is currently under development.
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